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HYDE® x2 DUAL BLADE
CARBIDE SCRAPER
… because two heads are better than one
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA – Here's the ultimate tool if you’re looking for a powerful scraper
that stays sharp longer and adapts in size for scraping both flat expanses and tight channels.
The HYDE® x2 Dual Blade scraper is called “x2” because it has two scraping edges – a
2-1/2˝ scraper for flat expanses and a 7/8˝ edge for scraping tight areas. The reversible blade is
quickly switched without the use of tools. Just loosen the release catch, reverse the blade and
keep scraping.
Working on a ladder? Who needs to climb down for a smaller tool to scrape the tight
spots? For that matter, who even has a smaller scraper handy at just the right moment? Well,
now you do.
The x2 is also a good choice for those who use scrapers frequently or tackle large
scraping jobs. The blades are made from tungsten carbide, an exceptionally hard material that
stays sharp on average 10 times longer than carbon steel. With carbide, it’s not unheard-of to
scrape an entire house with a single edge.
The HYDE® x2 has an Acme-threaded handle for use with extension poles, and a
Hammer Head® end for resetting popped nails as you work. It also has a convenient knob/hand
grip for extra leverage, which is easily removed when you’re working under eaves or in tight
areas.
With the x2, whether you’re working on the ground or on a ladder, one scraper will do
the entire job. For more information on the HYDE® x2 Dual Blade Carbide Scraper (item
#10630), visit hydetools.com or contact Hyde Tools customer relations at 1-800-872-4933.
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